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ON CHARACTERISTIC NUMBERS OF ALMOST COMPLEX 
MANIFOLDS WITH FRAMED BOUNDARIES [l]: 
A CORRECTION 
LARRY SMITH 
PROPOSUION 3.6 of the manuscript of the title is hopelessly garbled, and should be corrected 
as follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let n be a positive integer. Then 
s‘,(Y) [CP( 1) 4”+3]=Omod2:o#4 
but 
a* ICP(U 4n + 3] # 2[ W] fz SItA $/torsion. 
Hence the mapping 
has a non-trivial kernel. 
ProojI The K theory characteristic numbers of [CP(1)4”‘3] may be computed as in 
[14; p. 1201. To see that @*[CP(1)4”‘3] is not divisible by 2 in @;i’,/torsion we reason as 
follows: Suppose (o*[CP(1)4”+3] = 2[W] in @;&/t orsion. Then of course Td[W] = l/2. But 
Conner and Floyd [6] have shown that Td[W] is an integer for any (U,fr) manifold of 
dimension 8n + 6, which is a contradiction. Therefore @*[CP(1)4”+3] cannot be divisible by 
2 in @;$/torsion. 0 
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